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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representativ

In accordance with the provisions of chapter 31 of the Acts
of 1912, directing the Board of Education to investigate and
report on the textile schools of Massachusetts, the Board of Edu-
cation herewith submits the results of its investigations, to-
gether with certain recommendations.

This report was prepared with the assistance of the Commis-
sioner of Education, with whom were associated Charles R.
Allen, agent of the Board, and William W. Crosby, of the firm
of F. W. Dean, Incorporated, of Boston. Mr. Crosby combines
the advantages of an extensive knowledge of the textile manu-
facturing industries of Massachusetts with an expert knowledge
of textile schools.

Chapter 31 of the Resolves of 1912 reads as follow
Resolved, That the board of education is hereby authorized and d

reeled to make to the general court a report relative to all textile schonart a report relative to all textile school
for the deaf which are supported in part by the commo:

wealth by annual or special appropriations, by payment of tuition fees
or in any other way. The report shall contain such facts and recom-
mendations as the board may deem advisable, with a view to promoting
the efficiency and economy of the various kinds of education aided bv

monwealth in the said institutions. The board and
iby authorized to visit and inspect the said institut
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them such reports as the board may deem necessary. The board may
employ special agents to inspect and to report as to the said institutions,
and to procure for the board such information as it may require.

The three textile schools of Massachusetts, located respec-
tively at Lowell, Xew Bedford and Ball River, were established
under the general provisions of chapter 475 of the Acts of 1895
and subsequent acts, which were codified as sections 20-22 of
chapter 125 of the Revised Laws reading as follows:

Section 20. If the mayor of a city files a certificate with the com-
missioner of corporations that in said city there are in operation four
hundred and fifty thousand or more spindles, not less than seven nor
more than twenty persons, citizens of this commonwealth, may associate
themselves by an agreement in writing for the purpose of establishing
and maintaining a textile school in such city for instruction in the theory
and practical art of textile and kindred branches of industry, with
authority to take, by gift or purchase, and hold real and personal prop-
erty to the amount of three hundred thousand dollars. A copy of said
agreement and of the signatures thereto, sworn to by any one of the
subscribers, shall be submitted to the governor, and if he certifies his
approval of the associates as suitable for the purposes of their associa-
tion and of this section, and they organize by the adoption of by-laws
and the election of officers and file a certificate thereof and the certificate
of the approval of the governor with the secretary of the commonwealth,
he shall issue to them a certificate of corporation as similar as may be
under the circumstances to the forms heretofore provided in this chapter
and thereupon said associates shall be a corporation for said purposes,
with all the powers and privileges, and subject to all the duties and
obligations, of corporations organized for educational purposes under
the provisions of this chapter, except as herein otherwise provided.
Said corporation shall be known as the Trustees of the Textile School
of the city in which it is located, and may fill all vacancies in its mem-
bership, except as otherwise provided in section twenty-two. Only one
such corporation shallbe established under the provisions of this section

i any one city.

ih corporation is established may
than twenty-five thousand dollars
and superintendent of schools of
of said corporation.

Section 21. A city in which sir

appropriate and pay to it not more
and, upon such payment, the mayor
such city shall ex officiis be members

and pays money to such corpora-Section 22. If a city appropriate
tion, or if the trustees or members thereof pay money into its treasury
for the establishment and maintenance of such schools, the commonwealth

appropriate and pay to said corporation an amount equal to the
ling twenty-fiveal amount so appropriated and paid, not
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thousand dollars, and, upon such appropriation and payment by the
commonwealth, the governor shall, with the advice and consent of the
council, appoint two trustees of the corporation for two and four years
respectively, and at the end of each of said terms a trustee for four
years, and such trustees and their successors by like appointment
be members of said corporation. The governor, with the advice an

ait of the council, shall fill all vacancies in the membership create

For some years prior to the date of the enactment of the law
quoted above there had been a widespread belief that the textile
industries of Massachusetts were being endangered by the com-
petition of foreign countries and of other States. Influential
men within and without the textile industry held the conviction
that only by making possible on a large scale the production of
high-grade goods could Massachusetts hope to compete success-
fully with other localities. As a means of attaining this end,
it was proposed that the State should encourage and aid the
establishment of technical education, designed to do for the
textile industries what higher institutions of learning were doing
for agriculture and the various branches of engineering and
mechanic arts.

It was proposed, at first, to provide for but one textile school;
but the rival claims of various sections of the State resulted in
the enactment of the general law cited above, under the pro-
visions of which appropriations were first made by the State
to the Lowell School in IS9G, to the Xew Bedford in 1898 and
to the Fall River in 1899.

In providing that each textile school should be established by
a private corporation and might be aided by grants from the
State and by contributions from the city in which it was placed,

Legislature was governed largely by precedent. Institu-
-5 of higher learning had usually been organized in this

manner in Massachusetts. Harvard College, Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology, Worce
Massachusetts Agricultural C
table institutions for the care
dren, were all established by
at times or regularly, been as

her Polytechnic Institute, and
liege, as well as various chari-
and education of defective chil-
orporations and have all, either
Isted by grants of money from

State. Under this organization it was possible that in time

by this sectior
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the institutions would receive large gifts and perhaps becom
entirely independent of State or municipal support.

Aid from private sources has not been forthcoming, however,
in the measure expected, though some private aid has been re-
ceived, notably in the ease of Lowell. Year by year the schools
have applied to the State for money, not only for maintenance,
but also for buildings and equipment. The amount of such
State aid, in comparison with that obtained from the local
municipalities and from private sources, shows to what extent
the three textile schools must be regarded as State-supported
institutions. The general law as quoted on page 2 apparently
sets an upper limit of $25,000 to the amount which is to be
annually appropriated to any one school; but by special resolve
this amount has several times been exceeded.

At the time that the textile schools were founded, little was
definitely known regarding the possible character and scope of
effective education for the textile industries. The best known
precedents were based upon the theory that effective aid to any
industry could only be given by technical instructors designed
to train the relatively small number of leaders and supervisors.
It was, therefore, natural that the courses for day students
should have been organized somewhat along the lines of the
courses found in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, the Massachusetts Agri-
cultural College and other institutions designed to train men
for positions of leadership in certain definite fields of industry.
Local industrial conditions emphasized the desirability of eve-
ning courses; but for the scope and character of these, few
known precedents existed in this country or abroad. The
evening courses, as organized by the instructors who were pri-
marily interested in the day work of the schools, have been,
therefore, in large measure patterned after the day courses as

aims and methods. These have been gradually adapted in
some degree to the lower intellectual powers and the greater
maturity and practical experience of evening students, but they
are still essentially technical or semi-technical courses.

Although there has in recent years grown up a conviction that,
in addition to such technical training it is also possible to

render effective aid by developing methods of very direct and
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practical training designed to deal with the large number of
persons strictly engaged in the productive processes, the textile
schools have in the main employed hut two principal types of
training, designed to promote efficiency in the textile indus-
tries, namely, the technical and semi-technical, as the terms are
used in this report. 1

The schools have attempted to give but little industrial or
trade education, as the terms are here defined. Their day
courses have been designed primarily for persons expecting to
attain to positions of leadership in the textile industries; if not
those of manager, superintendent, agent, textile engineer, textile
chemist, textile designer, then at least to those of overseer,
foreman, second hand, or some other responsible special calling.
In all the courses offered, day as well as evening, chief empha-

has been laid on the underlying principles of the science
and arts involved, rather than on practical processes as carried
on under conditions of commercial production. The perform-
ance of practical work in connection with most of the courses
is illustrative of the study of the theory of the processes pe-
culiar to the textile industry, and is designed to develop in-
dustrial intelligence rather than productive efficiency. Gener-
ally speaking, the schools are not equipped for, and they have
never sought to give, trade training in the sense in which it
is used in this report.

The day courses offered have usually been from two to four
years in length and have presupposed a general education suffi-
cient to enable the student to meet the requirements of the tech-
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nical education offered. It will be shown later that in tw

the schools those at Ball River and Hew Bedford entran
requirements to the day courses have been allowed to remain
very low, notwithstanding which only a small number of stu-
dents have annually applied for admission. Most of the day
students have not had practical experience in the mills befor
entering the schools; but in some cases, experienced worker
and in others, men who had already had higher academic or
technical training, have been enrolled, especially in Lowell.

xnected to obtainPersons graduating from day on

practical experience in the mills before being eligible to assume
responsible positions. The records of the graduates of all the
ichools show that, as a rule, they have been able eventual!

fill good places, either within or without the field of the te
industries. But many employers in the textile industry d

yet manifest a strong interest in the textile scl
possible source of supply of well qualified executives. This i
probably partly due to the traditional attitude of many prac-
tically trained executives in all industries towards the school-
trained man; partly to the peculiar conditions of the textile
industry in organization and tradition, which makes it some-

what difficult to give the school-trained man the practical ex-

perience required to supplement his training; and partly to

the disinclination common to all technically trained students to
begin at the bottom.

Evening courses, while patterned after day courses, are

shorter and less fully organized. Admission requirements are

in some cases so low as to be negligible in view of the necessities
of properly organized technical education, and they vary

greatly in the different schools. A considerable proportion of
those admitted, however, commonly drop out in a few days or

weeks, in some cases, of course, owing to unavoidable reasons,
but in others to lack of interest or “ staying power,” or because
of inability to do the required work. Evening courses require
an attendance of two evenings per week for about twenty weeks,

instruction lasting each evening for about one and three-quarter
hours. Students completing courses, as outlined, are usually
given certificates. It is the general conviction of employers in
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the textile industries in the cities in which the textile sclio
re found that persons who finish courses in tl veiling schools

show marked superiority. This is probably ■h
the fact that only the person of superior ambition, • nat
telligence and perseverance will complete tin
the fact that such capable persons can find ir these evening

ch, while em-nurses opportunity lor securing training wh
ployed, they can secure in no other way. Obvi lv, only the
most intelligent and most ambitious of workn lish such
courses, and this fact has an important bearing on the
ment of employer!

tablished to aid the textile in-These textile schools w
dustries of Massachusetts, especially along two line
creasing efficiency of product! n, and (2) increasing the pi

portionate quantity of high goods produced. It is cliff
to show direct connections between the activities of technical
schools and eh that take place in the industries affected.
but indirect evidence would be afforded by the general degree

icrvice was recognized through-to which the efficiency of their
out the State; by the degree which their students were dis
tributed through the industry and by the degree to which the
industry was demanding servic from these institutions. As
a whole ies not appear that in any of the three points
mentioned above these schools have up to the pre 'Sent time very

seriously affected the textile industri he Commonwealth.
although men who have successfully completed evening courS'
have obtained some recognition in mills adjacent to the schools
while students trained in the day schools have secured positions
and have generally made good. The total number of such
students who have entered the industry up to the present time
is numerically too small to p
the situation. It does not ar

ffuce a very serious effect on

that those controlling thenot aj T

textile industry throughout th
pressed with the value of the

State have yet become so im-
ainina: which ti

ive that they are either disposed to send promising employ*
to these schools or to apply to them in large numbers for trained
men. As would be expected, these schools have obtained their
greatest recognition in the areas which they immediately serve.
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although even there a considerable divergence of opinion ap-
pears to exist among mill men as to the value of the day in-
struction.

One expectation held by those instrumental in founding these
schools was that in them there would be carried on research
and testing work for the textile industries analogous to that
so extensively developed in technological and agricultural col-
leges. In at least one of the schools some work of this char-
acter has been done; but it is nevertheless apparent that the
possibilities, if such exist, of extensive contributions to the
further development of the arts and processes associated with
textile manufacturing by means of the textile schools have not
yet been realized, and no immediate advances in this direction
seem to be contemplated by the schools themselves.

The corporations charged with the responsibility of estab-
lishing and developing the textile schools have been composed
of earnest, far-sighted men. They undertook to develop types
of education for which few precedents existed. The failure of
the schools to realize all the results expected has been due to
no neglect or lack of effort on the part of their governing bodies.
All forms of higher technical education, which have finally
come to exert a profound influence on the industries affected,
have had to have long periods of experimental development
during which the efforts expended in their behalf have had
inadequate recognition and but indifferent success.

The time has undoubtedly arrived when further systematic
efforts should be made to render the textile schools more effi-
cient in proportion to the outlay of public funds required to
maintain them, and to aid them in developing the widest field
of service. The present investigation, details of which fol-
low, shows that, however successful individual schools may have
been in particular directions, in all cases they achieve results
only at the cost of a considerable outlay of public money. It
may be that a serious mistake was made in making possible the

tablishment of three schools, two of which are located but a
few miles from each other. It is of the utmost importance that
the efforts of all three schools should be systematically co-
ordinated ; that there should be no unnecessary duplication of
courses for day students; that each school should discover all
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ways of being of greatest possible service to the textile indus-
tries of the local community and of the State; and that definite,
although not necessarily uniform, standards as to admission

of graduation or certification
ply to all alike,
wvn, in form admitting of easy
as to cost and attendance in

requirements, fees, conditions
and State supervision should a aI

ihIn the following tables are si
comparison, the principal fact
the three schools:

Table I. General Educational Data,

(1) and (2) Data taken from cards furnished schools, filled out and returned by
them

(3) Taken from earliest dates of entrance as given on cards; not from date cfrom date of
incorporation

4) From 1911 report of schools as furn:
5) For Lowell and New Bedford from .

the Legislator

Yds as filled out by •hools. From
Fall River by letter in answer to question

6) Taken from calendar in catologue of each school; not coupntmg out
of less than a week or counting in session:
time given to entrance examinations, but c
examinations, hence not absolutely correc

of less than a we Not counting in
o term and final•unting in time given

Taken from catalogue: New Bedford
93, catalogue of 1912-13; Fall River, j

Lowell,1:atalogU'

dogue of 312-13,
[S) Hours per week (item 7 multiplied by weeks per y ;em 6), h

proximate only.
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Table II. —Attendance Statistics.

Total. Lowell,

Approximate total number evening students 1,803 439 612
irting 1911-1:

(10) Average number individual evening students in 1,355 342 437 576
attendance.

(11) Approximate number of students in building 677 171 218 288
each night.

(12) Total evening students present, last week of 937 284 263 421
course, 1911-12.

(12a) Percentage dropping out, - 35 57 44
(13) Weeks of evening instruction per year (approxi- - 21 21 22

mate).
(14) Hours of instruction per night (approximate), . - 1H 1H 1 %

(15) School open, nights per week, ....
- 4 4 4

(16) The student generally comes nights per each 2 2 2
course taken (usually one course only).

(17) Approximate hours evening school runs per year, - 147 147 154
(18) Approximate hours instruction given per course - 73.5 73.5

per year

Explanatory Notes.

(9) Taken from roll calls of each school for 1911-12 for second week of evening
session so as to allow for first week’s adjustment. Average attendance for four
nights multiplied by two.

(10) Taken from roll calls. Computed by adding pupils actually present each
night and dividing by number of nights shown.

(11) Obtained by dividing item (10) by two, since each student taking one course
comes only two nights out of the four nights that the school is open.

(12) Taken from roll calls of the schools for last week evening courses were in
operation. Average of four nights divided by two.

(12a) Item (11) expressed as per cent, of item (9).
Dwell, in addition, gives time for entranceI(13) Number of roll calls supplied,

and final examinations.
Statement based on oral information

nals. New Bedford catalogue, page 59.
actual instruction probably somewhat less

(14) Not stated in Lowell catalogue
obtained in conference with school offi
Fall River catalogue, page 76. Time of
than these figures.

(15) From catalogues of the schc
statement based on information obtained in
*w Bedford catalogue, pages 61-62 (design-

(16) Lowell not stated in catalogue;
conference with school authorities. N<
ing three evenings a week, 12 students •ertificated in 1911); Fall River catalogue,

pa
multiplied by item (13). No allowance(17) Item (14) multiplied by item (1

for holidays or broken weeks.
;hts out of four, hence this item is half ol(18) Majority students come two nil

item (17).
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Table 111. Receipts from Establishment to Close of 1912,

Total. Lowell. Be dford. River.
(19) Total receipts $2,085,630 $1,134,681 $524,003 $426,946
(20) General State appropriation, ....

829,500 382,500 247,000 200,000
(21) Special State appropriation, .... 438,344 242,344 105,000 91,000
(22) City appropriation, ...... 358,000 130,000 119,000 109,000
(23) Fees, gifts and other sources, .... 459,787 379,838 53,003 26,946

Average expenditure per year (approximi
(25) Average general State appropriation per year, . - 25,500 19,000 25
(26) Average special State appropriation per year, - 16,156 8,076 11

00 19,

(27) Average city appropriation,
....

- 8,666 9,15:
(28) Average fees, gifts and other sources, . - 25,322 4,07!

Explanatory Notes.
(19) These sums are obtained by taking the totals of all items given in the com-

missioner’s report for 1911, and adding thereto the totals as reported by the sepa
rate schools to the Legislature for 1912.

(20) This is obtained by totalling the amounts given in the commissioner’s
report up to December, 1911, and adding thereto the corresponding items as fur-
nished in the reports of the schools to the Legislature for 1912.

(21), (22) and (23) Same as for (2).
(24) This was obtained by taking th- total expenditures of each school and

school has been in operation, item (3),dividing that by the number of years tin
Table I.

(25) This was obtained by taking the entire amount of money appropriated by
the State for general purposes and dividing that by the number of years the school
had been in operation, item (3), Table I.

(26) and (27) Same as for (25), by dividing corresponding item by number of
years schools have been in operation, item (3), Table I.

By dividing total of these items obtained as in 23 by item (3), Table I

Table IV. Cost Data, 1911-1
'igures given in this table are for general comparison and, excepting total net cost, as taken

from reports of the schools to the Legislature for 1912, are approximate only and based on an
arbitrary formula (see Explanatory Notes), which is onlyapproximately correct. It is believed,
however, that this formula gives results sufficiently approximate to be of value for the purpose
for which the data are presente

Lowell. Fall
Bedford. River.

(29) Total expenditure for maintenance, .... §04,449 00 $35,174 00 $31,81900(30) Approximate computed prorated cost of day school, 1 57,621 00 17,622 00 24,500 00(31) Approximate computed prorated cost of evening
school, 1 . . 7,289 00 17,741 00 7,319 00

(32) Approximate computed cost for instructing one stu-dent one hour, day or evening, in cents, ... 29 53 17(33) Approximate computed cost of one day student for
one school year in dollars, 1911-12, .... 345 00 670 00 225 00(34) Approximateaverage computed cost of one evening
student for one course in dollars, 1911-12, . . 21 31 38 95 13 09(35) Approximate computed cost for one day student for
one year, less minimum fee, . . . 245 00 670 00 225 00

1 It should be noted that these figures only represent prorated expenditures on present basisof schools runningboth day and evening. The amount prorated to day instruction in no wavrepresents what would be saved wereall-day work omitted, as much of the overhead charge nowprorated would fall entirely on the evening school. In the same way the cost of evening schoolwork would be greater than the prorated amount,were the day schools tobe closed. No attempthas been made to compute actual saving in any school were day work entirely cut out and theschools run as evening schools only. J
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Explanatory Notes.
(29) From reports made by the schools to the Legislature for 1911: Lowell, page

11.2; Fall River, page 17; New Bedford, page
(30) Computed as follows:
(a) Find total day student hours by multiplying reported day students by

hours day school is in session per year.
( h) Find total approximate eveniiij student hours by multiplying average

number of evening students by average length of course.
(c) Add (a) and ( b) for total approximate student hours.
( d) Divide day student hours (a) by total student hours (c) to get proportion of

expenditure for day school.
( e) Divide evening student hours (6) by total student hours (c) to get propor-

tion of expenditure for evening school.
(/) Multiply item (29) by results of ( d) and (e)
(31) Computed by subtracting item (30) from item (29).
(32) Computed by dividing item (29) by total student hours (30c).
(33) Computed by dividing item (30) by reported day enrolment as given in

report of schools to Legislature.
(34) Computed by dividing item (31) by average number of students as taken

from roll calls furnishedby the schools, item (10), Table I.
(35) By subtracting minimum fees from item (34),

Table Y. Day Courses, from Catalogue, 1912-13.

Lowell. New Bedford. Fall River.
02 02 tnt- t- i-Name. g Name. g Name. $

General textile engineer- 4 j -
-

ing.
General cotton textile en- 4 - -

gineeriug.
General wool textile engi- 4 - - -

neering.
Chemistry and textile 4 - -

coloring. |
Cotton manufacturing, . 3 : Cotton manufacturing, . 3 Cotton manufacturing, . 3

Wool manufacturing, . 3 - - - -

General textile design, . 3 Designing, , . .2 Designing and weaving, . 2

Chemistry and dyeing, . 3 Chemistry and dyeing, . 2 Chemistry and dyeing, . 2
Textileengineering, 3 -

-

- Seamless hosiery knitting, 2 - -

- i Latch needle hosiery knit- 2 -
-

ting.
-

- Engineering, . . .2

Note. Four-year courses in Lowellare degree courses. All others in all schools are diploma
courses.

In addition to the statistical facts set forth above, the fol-
lowing data and observations with reference to the individual
schools are offered:

The Lowell Textile School offers four-year courses in engi-
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neering and textile dyeing leading to degrees. It also offers
three-year day courses in cotton manufacturing, woolen manu-
facturing, textile design, chemistry and dyeing and textile
engineering. The entrance requirements are maintained sub-
stantially on the basis of high school graduation, and it is
understood that for admission to the degree courses full college
entrance standards will be maintained.

Evening classes are maintained in cotton spinning, woolen
and worsted spinning, textile design, free-hand drawing, chem-
istry, weaving, engineering and shop practice, and woolen and
worsted finishing. The entrancerequirements for evening stu-
dents are simple, consisting only of a test in the English
language and simple arithmetic. Definite examinations for
evening classes are held. A fair proportion of students attend
for two or more years.

In contrast with the schools of New Bedford and Fall Elver,
the Lowell school has been able to maintain high admission fees
to its day courses, ranging from $lOO to $125 for residents of
Massachusetts. It has profited to a considerable extent by large
donations for buildings and equipment. From the outset it
has worked steadily for the establishment of higher standards
of technical education, seeking in this respect to equal the
higher technological institutions of the country. In methods
of instruction and organization it reflects the technological
school or college, and in many cases the members of its instruct-
ing staff have been trained in higher institutions of technical
learning.

The Lowell school is located in a section of the State in
which the local industry includes the manufacture of woolen,
worsteds, cottons and various dyeing and finishing processes.
The school is readily accessible to more than twice the indus-
trial population available to either of the other two schools.
Hence, this school has had broader opportunities than either
the New Bedford or Fall Eiver schools.

Being located in an area in which nearly all forms of the
textile industry are carried on, this school has aimed from the
first eventually to deal with all forms of the textile industry.
The great concentration of the textile business in the Merrimac
valley has also enabled this school to draw on a textile popula-
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tion which is much larger than is accessible to either of the
other schools.

It has recognized the desirability of the sort of service desig-
nated as research and experimental work in the general dis-
cussion and has, to the extent that its funds and resources
allowed, made definite beginnings in the direction of such
service. While the authorities have sought to increase the num-
ber of students, they have felt that up to the present time the
immediate and principal problem of the school was that of
developing efficient lines of work with a comparatively small
number of pupils in the day school, and the very careful ex-
perimental determination of the character and qualifications,
of the groups that could best be served by the school.

The New Bedford Textile School has confined itself to edu-
cation for the cotton industry. Students are admitted when
sixteen years of age and able to pass an examination in Eng-
lish and arithmetic, but high school graduates are admitted
without examination. Special arrangements for admission in
certain cases of pupils fourteen years of age have recently been
made. A three-year day course in cotton manufacturing is
offered, as well as a two-year course in chemistry and dyeing,
design and knitting. Xo fees are charged day students who
are residents of Xew Bedford, while other residents of Massa-
chusetts are required to pay $5O a year.

As contrasted with the Lowell school, the admission require-
ments to the day technical courses are low. The attendance
on some of these courses is so small as to fail to justify their
further maintenance on their present basis. The Xew Bed-
ford school is located in an area within which about 35,000
people are employed almost exclusively in cotton manufactur-
ing and immediately related arts. It is asserted that little or
no dyeing and finishing work can be developed in this area,
owing to the absence of suitable water for this purpose.

Entrance requirements for evening students are low, and
are not so administered as to result in the formation of groups
of evening students of substantially equal capacity. There
are no formal examinations. This is in part responsible for a
very large loss in attendance in the opening weeks of the eve-
ning courses. The evening classes frequently contain students
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who have had much practical experience in the industry along
with others having had no such experience, and who there-
fore are unable to participate on an equality in the work of-
fered. This school gives no degrees.

The Fall River Textile School also confines its work to
branches related to cotton manufacturing. A three-year day
course in general cotton manufacturing is offered, as well as
a two-year day course in designing, weaving, chemistry and
dyeing and engineering. The school charges no fees to resi-
dents of Massachusetts. The school serves an area within and
without Massachusetts having nearly as many persons engaged
in the textile industry as the Lowell area, but the number within
Massachusetts is not over one-half the number in the area cov-
ered by Lowell. Entrance requirements are low for day stu-
dents, and are abont as in New Bedford.

In the evening courses attempts have been made to adjust
the work to the needs of students to a greater degree than in the
other schools, especially in the development of courses of con-
siderable practical content. But few strictly trade courses, as
defined in this report, are attempted. Nevertheless, even here
low conditions of admission and adjustments to courses are in
part responsible for a large loss in evening registration early
in each school year. In both the New Bedford and Fall River
schools the lowering of admission requirements to courses of
an essentially technical or semi-technical character has resulted
necessarily in inferior work, except in the case of those students
who come with academic preparation beyond that required by
the entrance examinations.

General Conclusions.
In the preparation of the present report the committee spent

ne or more days in each school. Conferences were held in
each case with the executive heads, the faculties and the trustees.
Complete stenographic reports of these conferences were ob-
tained. Examinations were made of the work of the various
departments. A large amount of data as to attendance, cost,
and the careers of students, subsequent to their attendance on
the schools, has been collected and has been consolidated. Tex-
tile manufacturers and leading representatives of textile em-
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ployees throughout the State have been asked to give the re-
sults of their experience with persons who have studied in the
schools, and to give also their views as to how the schools
could be made more useful to the Commonwealth.

There has been assembled in the offices of the Board of Edu-
cation, as a result of the inquiry, a large amount of material
which will prove of great value in connection with efforts that
may be taken to further the development and to increase the
usefulness of the schools under consideration. The investiga-
tion has raised a variety of questions, both of fundamental
policy and of detailed practice, which must receive considera-
tion now or in the future.

It is clear that the textile schools, notwithstanding the high
character of their management and the expectations of those
who induced the Commonwealth to assist in their development,
are expensive institutions. However excellent may be the edu-
cation received in them by the relatively small number of stu-
dents attending day classes or the considerable number probably
profiting by evening courses, the net cost of that education to
the State can be undoubtedly reduced by further careful study
of the problem without causing loss of efficiency. This condi-
tion is partly due to the inability of these schools up to the
present time to secure as many students as their facilities make
it possible to accommodate, and to the fact that in the case
of evening students, while the enrolment each winter is large,
the term is short, usually about twenty weeks, and the
actual number of evening students remaining to complete sub-
stantial courses of work is not large, so that in fact much
equipment and plant is idle during most of the year

The criticisms herein made apply in greater or less measure
to all the schools. The Lowell school has been more success-
ful than the other two in attracting students to the day courses,
notwithstanding its relatively advanced admission requirements
and high tuition fees, and in organizing its evening courses
with definite admission requirements. But even here, as the
figures given above show, the State is probably paying a higher
price for each graduate of the day courses or each person certi-
ficated from an evening course than would seem to be neces-
sary under other methods of organization.
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There are many causes for the existing unsatisfactory con-
ditions of attendance. It is quite possible, as before suggested,
that three schools should not have been established for the
purpose of textile education. As contrasted with other indus-
tries, textile manufacturing requires a relatively small number
of men in supervisory or executive positions in proportion to
the total number of operatives employed. While the schools
have not apparently trained a larger number of persons than
the existing demand warrants, it is possible that if the schools
were filled to capacity a large number of the graduates from the
day courses could find no opportunity for profitable employ-
ment in the fields for which they were trained,' owing to the
slow changes of positions in the industry.

It is probable that conditions within the textile industry
itself are in a measure responsible for the unsatisfactory attend-
ance in the schools. Only a small proportion of managers and
owners in the textile industry appear to have genuine faith,
as yet, in the possibilities of these schools as agencies for the
training of executives. Some assert, for example, that the in-
struction is not practical, that graduates have much to unlearn,
and that men trained in the day schools are averse to beginning
at the bottom and working up. Even those employers who are
members of the textile school corporations are, in a few cases
only, disposed to make special efforts to send promising young
men to the schools for day courses. They, however, express
greater confidence in the evening courses as a means of equip-
ping ambitious workers who seek to become overseers, second
hands, foremen, etc., and who may sometime later work up in
the business.

It is probable, too, that changing conditions as to labor in
the textile industries have affected the attendance on the schools.
Few children of the more recently arrived foreign workmen
become students. WThile many mills are ready to give the op-
portunity, it is often believed among would-be students that
it is difficult for an ambitious young man to obtain the neces-
sary practical experience in the various departments of textile
manufacturing, either before or after taking courses in the
schools. Hence, many promising men go into other callings
where varied experience and promotion seem easier to obtain.
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Finally, the technical and semi-technical character of the
instruction offered in the schools has probably been partially
responsible for the poor attendance in day schools and for the
limited number of workers who have attended the evening
woi’k long enough to derive distinct profit therefrom. Like
many other technical schools, the textile schools of Massachu-
setts have given disproportionate attention to the more abstract
treatment of the theories and principles of textile industry.
They seem as a whole to have largely overlooked the possibili-
ties of more practical training, at least in the case of that large
number of actual or potential students who can best learn by
concrete methods directly related to industry. Their day
courses have been designed to give the comprehensive insight
into all processes of textile manufacture which might, under
ideal conditions, be expected of a superintendent or general
manager or technical expert. Many of these day courses are
not organized with the requirements of definite occupations
in view. As a consequence, some of the instruction given in
them seems to students as well as to their employers irrelevant
as well as impractical. While divided into short courses, the
evening work is open to the same general criticism. The gen-
eral adherence to demonstration and theory has undoubtedly
caused many men who could learn by practice but not by theory
to drop out or fail to enroll.

Employers, generally, assert that there is a persistent de-
mand for trained operatives in a variety of well-paid occupa-
tions. They also assert, in many cases, that the best men for
the minor directive positions are those who have had a proper
combination of practical and technical training in the various
processes involved in textile manufacturing. While partly
meeting this need in their semi-technical courses, the schools
have probably not made sufficient attempts to provide trade
instruction suited to the needs of the textile industry. The
general attitude of the faculties, except in a few cases, seems
distinctly averse to considering the possibility of such trade
instruction.

There is good reason for believing, therefore, that the textile
schools, following the traditions of technical education which
were widely accepted twenty years ago, have unnecessarily
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limited their own possibilities. They have not kept pace with
the recent developments of technical and industrial education.
It is well known that the agricultural and so-called mechanic
arts colleges for many years also failed to realize their full
possibilities in the earlier stages of their development. Like
the textile schools, they taught only, or principally, the theoret-
ical aspects of their subjects; they manifested an indifference
to or even contempt for the more practical processes; and their
courses were chiefly designed to be of service to those who
might occupy the most advanced positions in the fields for
which training was given. Almost all engineering and agri-
cultural colleges have changed in these respects; they have
done much in recent years to adapt their instruction to ex-
isting conditions and to render it more practical and effective,
but the textile schools seem to have failed to realize their full
possibilities for practical efficiency, and as a consequence have
been unable to make as effective appeals to public interest in
their behalf. That they have made few serious attempts to
find new fields of service to the textile industry through the
development of new and practical types of training for persons
not equipped to profit from the technical and se'mi-technical
highly organized courses now given, is doubtless one reason
for their failure to attract and to hold students in larger
numbers.

It is not the primary purpose of this report to criticize the
management of the textile schools, but rather to suggest meth-
ods whereby such schools can be made more efficient and eco-
nomical. While the investigation shows that in most respects
they are costly as measured by the work which they perform,
and that in particular instances their departments are undoubt-
edly in some ways inefficient, it is fullv realized that as re-

gards both aims and methods they have been passing through
an experimental stage of development. The corporations man-
aging them have not been wanting in interest or effort on their
behalf. The textile industry at large and the State itself must
share in the responsibility for whatever lack of efficiency is
found in the schools, collectively or individually. There has
been no adequate State supervision; no provision of law exists
looking to a co-ordination of the work of the three schools;
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and the textile industry as a whole has not manifested the
interest or made the minor sacrifices which a true regard for
textile education would seem to justify.

It is clear that a sound State policy requires that active
efforts should he made to increase greatly the efficiency of all
the schools. It may be a question for future consideration
whether day courses shall be maintained in the Hew Bedford
and Tail River schools, unless it can be made possible greatly
to increase the attendance on these courses or to devise others
which shall bring about a more extended use of existing facili-
ties of faculty and equipment.

In all of the schools the evening instruction should be placed
on a more effective basis. Every effort should be made to keep
some or all of the evening classes in session for forty or forty-
four weeks each year. It is not necessary that the same stu-
dents should attend throughout this longer term; the year
should consist of two or more terms, Courses being so arranged
that students may complete definite and suitable amounts of
work in each term. Efficient administration demands that
every, possible effort should be made to insure that the costly
equipment these schools possess shall not remain unused for
so large a part of the year.

The investigation makes clear that if these schools are to
be made more efficient there must be provided some State co-
operative supervision of their policies and activities. Their
efforts have not hitherto been co-ordinated in any purposeful
way. They conform to no uniform standards as to courses,
methods of instruction, admission of students, length of courses,
tuition fees, accounting or administration. Such competition
or rivalry as prevails among them is not of a kind calculated
to enhance the educational excellence of any of them. There
should be provided State supervision of such extent and char-
acter as will make it necessary that these schools shall annually
submit to the State authority not only their requests for appro-
priations, but all their plans for discharging their present
responsibilities and undertaking new ones. The supervising au-
thority should not only be empowered but should be required to
submit to the appropriate legislative committees and to the Gov-
ernor and the Commission on Economy and Efficiency opinions,
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suggestions and recommendations relative to requests for appro-
priations and as to methods in the conduct of the schools.

Such State supervision should not so operate as to reduce
the responsibilities of the trustees arid faculties of the respec-
tive schools. It should rather he of such a character as to
furnish valuable suggestions to the schools on the one hand,
and to the Legislature and the Efficiency Commission on the
other.

It is highly desirable that all the schools, under some form of
State supervision, should he brought to recognize the import-
ance of seeking to discover new ways to increase their efficiency.
Among the problems requiring careful consideration are those
relative to the possible concentration of advanced courses in
one school; the development of intermediate technical courses
in at least the Hew Bedford and Eall River schools; the possi-
ble development in all the schools of short day trade courses
for specific phases of the textile industry; the extension of the
school year for evening school instruction and its division into
short terms; and also the offering of more short practical

areful investigation should be
find whether their organization
to permit the co-operative and

courses in evening schools. C
made in the textile industries to
and administration are such as
part-time instruction by means
sons can so divide their time as

of which capable young per-
to obtain practical experience

The findings of the committee may be summarized as
follows:

1. The three textile schools in Massachusetts were established
in order to promote the development of the textile industry of
the State. They have been generously supported by public
funds, largely from the treasury of the Commonwealth. They
possess buildings, equipment and teaching force generally ade-
quate for the work they are now doing and considerably in
excess of the requirements of their present student body, but
not in excess of the requirements of the subjects which they
are now teaching.

2. The men constituting the corporations directing these in-
stitutions have taken a commendable interest in the promotion
of the schools and in the type of education for which they stand.

in the mills and technical instruction in the schools.
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Such defects as exist are to be attributed largely to general
causes found in the textile industry itself, to imperfectly devel-
oped standards of technical and vocational education, and to
absence of adequate State supervision.

3. The attendance of day students at each of the three textile
schools is and always has been small in proportion to the capac-
ity of the school as reported by the authorities in charge and in
less degree to the size of its faculty; hence, the cost of day
instruction, as measured by the usual standards, has been and
is high.

4. In the schools at Fall River and New Bedford the en-
trance requirements for day students have been intentionally
kept low, and tuition fees have been reduced or abolished,
apparently in the effort to attract a larger number of day pupils.
Nevertheless, the day attendance in these schools, though slowly
increasing, is still small, and in some of the courses negligible.
Serious consideration must be given to the question as to
whether the State can afford to continue to contribute to the
maintenance of some of these day courses on their present
basis, and therefore as to what can he done to increase the use
of the plant during the day.

5. In each of the schools a large number of persons regularly
enroll in the evening courses. During the opening weeks of
each school year the resources of the school, as regards faculty,
equipment and studies are overtaxed. Many of the students
soon cease to attend. A considerable number of evening stu-
dents fail to complete regular courses, notwithstanding that
these are planned to require but an attendance of two evenings
per week for about twenty weeks in the year of actual work.
As a consequence, evening instruction, also, as measured by the
number of persons effectively trained is relatively costly. This
falling off can probably be reduced by giving careful considera-
tion to the problem, and hence the cost due to falling off re-
duced.

6. It is agreed that the textile schools, in their organization,
aims and methods of instruction are to be rated as technical
and semi-technical, rather than what would be now called trade
schools. As judged by the standards now commonly accepted
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in technical education they are collectively open to the follow
in,o' criticisms:

(a) They vary greatly among themselves as regards admis-
sion requirements, standards of organizations, length of courses.
They are established in areas in which special branches of the
textile industry are concentrated. Sound policy would seem
to require that there should be a considerable differentiation
and specialization of courses in the textile schools, in the effort
to meet local conditions. But the specialization of courses now
existing does not appear to be based to any great degree upon
a careful examination of local needs or upon study of the con-
ditions under which each school can best work.

(6) In the New Bedford and Fall River day schools, owing
to low admission requirements, a considerable amount of pre-
paratory work is carried on, which would in many cases be
done in the regular public schools were higher admission re-
quirements maintained.

(c) In many of the day courses general technical studies in
mathematics, science, etc., of a character only distantly related
to the requirements of the textile industry, are found. In some
cases day courses designed to deal with widely different fields
of the textile industry have up to the present time an undue
number of studies in common.

7. Up to the present time the textile schools have only in
some cases attempted to discover the existence of any field for
trade training, as that term is used in this report. They have
held, in general, that the only possible service to the industry
was through training executives, supervisors and intelligent
skilled operatives through technical day and semi-technical
evening courses. There is some reason to believe that a field
for trade training does exist, and that either the textile schools
or the industrial schools should undertake investigations look-
ing towards the determination of this field and the best methods
f dealing with it.

8. Institutions of technical education should render a large
service to industry through research and experimentation, es-
pecially in the direction of problems connected with the future
development of local industries. It does not appear that the
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textile schools as a whole have as yet given sufficient considera-
tion to this field of possible opportunity, though some begin-
nings have been made.

Recommendations.
The findings and conclusions given above, in the opinion of

the Board, clearly justify it in recommending to the Legisla-
ture that in certain essential respects the State modify its pol-
icy towards the textile schools of Massachusetts. State supervi-
sion of such a character as will insure a proper co-ordination of
the activities of the three schools and a greater efficiency in the
work of each should be provided.

Such State supervision should be designed to increase rather
than to diminish the responsibility of the trustees and facul-
ties in charge of these schools. In a report to the Legislature
of 1912 (known as House Document Ho. 2) the Board of Edu-
cation gave its opinions regarding desirable forms of State
supervision for all educational institutions assisted in whole or
in part by State funds.

It is contended that the State Board of Education now has
authority for such supervision. In chapter 466 of the Acts
of 1911 constituting the present Board of Education, it is pro-
vided as follows: “ The board shall appoint a commissioner of
education . . . He shall be the executive officer of the board,
shall have supervision of all educational work supported in
whole or in part by the commonwealth, and shall report thereon
to the board.” It is apparent, however, that the provision
quoted here is too vague to provide for a responsible supervi-
sion of State-aided institutions by the Board of Education.
In recommending that further legislation be enacted, giving
to the Board definite responsibilities in connection with the
supervision of textile schools, the Board aims simply to render
properly effective that supervision which has already been es-
tablished by law.

It is not desirable or expedient that at the present time the
Board should make recommendations to the Legislature looking
to extensive modifications of policy on the part of the textile
schools themselves. The trustees and faculties will willingly
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co-operate with any responsible State authority in rendering
the service of the schools more effective. The need of broad
comprehensive, positive measures is so urgent at the present
time that chief consideration should he given to the provision
of means whereby constructive policies may be adjusted and
effective supervision may he secured.

In the event that legislation is enacted making possible re-
sponsible State supervision, certain problems hearing on the
increased efficiency of the textile schools should receive early
and earnest consideration. Among them are the following,

which are submitted in the form of questions for convenience
of discussion

1. Should not all advanced technical courses, properly re-
quiring three or preferably four years to complete, and presup-
posing admission requirements equivalent to graduation from
a high school, be concentrated in the one textile school in the
State best equipped to carry on such course

2. Should not serious attempts be made to discover whether
intermediate technical day courses of one or two years in length
for persons not necessarily graduates of high schools, and who
are seeking to qualifyr themselves for the minor executive posi-
tions, could not be properly developed in the schools in Few
Bedford and Ball River

Should not efforts be made to discover if short technical
all-day courses, similar in aims and character to the courses
found in the evening schools, cannot profitably be given to per-
sons who have had some experience in the textile industry?

4. Although manufacturers themselves are sceptical as to
whether work of this character can be
in view of the unused facilities in t
River schools should not efforts be
trade courses for operatives in the
be organized in the day schools of i
enable a worker in a comparatively 1
for a specific branch of the industry

.n be done in the textile schools,
in the Xew Bedford and Fall
be made to discover whether

the textile industry could not
of such a character as would

r ely brief time to train himself

5. Should not means be developed whereby pupils attending
the regular high schools in the communities in which the tex-
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tile schools are located may be
time to receiving; instruction in

enabled to give a part of their
the textile schools ?

6. Should not the schools be
least forty or forty-four weel

epen for evening classes for at
in the year; the year being

divided into two or more terms and courses so arranged that an
individual student may complete a given course in any one
term ?

7. Should not attempts be made to discover whether evenin.
classes may not profitably be
stead of four ?

held six evenings in the weel

fraction be rendered much more
eful grouping of students at the
onp shall be composed of members

8. Cannot the evening ins
effective by a close and car
outset to the end that each gr
substantially equal as regards
course ?

ability to handle the work of the

9. Should no various short
evening schools for those wh
profit by the technical courses

trade courses be organized in th
a do not desire or are unable t

nployed in the office side of the
technical evening courses to aid
d in classes separately from those

10. Should not students ei

textile industry, who desire
them in their work, be handle
students employed in the mill 1

11. Should students not employed in the textile industry be
handled in the same evening classes as those employed in the
texile industry?

of the above character be de12. Might not special course
veloped in the day schools ?

ses be maintained in the textile13. Is it desirable that cours
schools for the training of m
and others who are only remote
textile industry?

achinists, carpenters, architects
sly, if at all, connected with the

14. Should not definite admission requirements be estab-
lished among the different schools for admission to courses of

similar character?
15. Should not these admission requirements be agreed upon

in conference by representatives of the schools?
16. Should or should not tuition fees be uniform among the

schools for equivalent courses ?
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17. Should not a uniform arrangement be made as to the
manner and extent to which local communities shall share in
the cost of evening instruction ?

18. Should not a practically xmiform system of accounting
be provided for each school ?

19. Should not definite steps be taken whereby the textile
schools can make known more widely the opportunities which
they present ?

20. Should or shoidd not careful study be given to a deter-
mination of the absorbing power of the textile industry for per-
sons having the various types of training which the textile
school can offer or can be made to offer; such study to take
account of

(a) The areas within the immediate vicinity of the schools.
(5) The areas lying remote from the schools.
21. Should not systematic measures be taken to provide for

the organization of extension classes in the textile industry in
centers remote from the textile schools, either by textile schools
or by industrial schools ?

22. Should not careful investigation be made to discover
whether trade courses in the textile industry can or cannot be
more efficiently carried on in industrial schools organized under
the provisions of chapter 471 of the Acts of 1911 ?

Should not definite attempts be made to establish a closer
and more co-operative relationship between those in charge of
the textile industries and the schools themselves ?

24. Should not systematic experiments be inaugurated, look-
ing to part-time or continuation education for persons employed
in the industry ?

25. Should not systematic efforts be made to discover
whether a more effective type of preparation for occupations
in the industry cannot be effected by a system of instruction
so organized that students shall alternately give their entire
time to the schools and to productive work in the mills them-
selves, ■— the so-called “ co-operative plan ” ? The periods of
alternation could be for one week or for one month or longer.
This kind of technical training is in certain western schools
producing the highest type of trained administrator.
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26. Should not efforts he made to define aims of all work
and courses in the textile schools in terms of specific occupa-
tions for efficiency in which the training is given?

27. Should not careful investigation be made to determine
the degree to which the textile schools may carry on work of
an experimental and research nature, designed to be of service
to the textile industries of the Commonwealth ?

The recommendations made by the Board may be summa
rized as follows:

I. That legislation should be enacted providing for a defi-
nite and responsible supervision of the textile schools of Massa-
chusetts by the Board of Education. As a means of accomplish-
ing this purpose, it is recommended that there be enacted a law
along the lines of the following bill: -

An Act providing for the Supervision by the State Board of
Education of the Textile Schools of Massachusetts.

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 1. The board of education is hereby authorized and directed

to make annually to the general court a report relative to those Massa-
chusetts Textile Schools organized under the provisions of sections
twenty, twenty-one, and twenty-two of chapter one hundred and twenty-
five of the Revised Laws, and amendments thereto. Such annual reports
shall contain expressions of opinion, and recommendations by the board
relative to the necessity and desirability of special and general appro-
priations . requested from the general court for the use of such institu-
tions; and shall also contain such other facts and recommendations as
the general court may require, or the board deems advisable, with a view
to promoting the efficiency and economy of the various types of educa-
tion aided by the commonwealth in such institutions.

Section 2. In order that it may prepare the reports herein described,
the board and its agents are hereby authorized and empowered to visit
and inspect the educational and other activities of such institutions,
and to secure from them such reports as it may, from time to time, deem
necessary. The board may, from time to time, employ special agents
to inspect and report on the educational and other activities of such
institutions, and to procure for it such information as it may require.

Section 3. This act shall take effect upon its passage.

11. That for the current year the appropriations for the
maintenance of the textile schools be based upon the require-
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ments of the courses already established, and that no further
appropriations for purposes of expanding the work of the
schools be made until detailed plans therefor shall have been
submitted to the Legislature, together with recommendations
thereon prepared by the Board of Education.
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